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	Engage: The Complete Guide for Brands and Businesses to Build, Cultivate, and Measure Success in the New Web, 9780470571095 (0470571098), John Wiley & Sons, 2010

	Praise for Engage!


	"It's no longer an era of business as usual. Executives and entrepreneurs must embrace new media in order to not only compete for the future, but for mind share, market share, and, ultimately, relevance. This book helps you engage. Without it, you're competing for second place."

	—Mark Cuban, owner, Dallas Mavericks; investor; entrepreneur; and Chairman, HDNet


	"Affinity is personal and emotional. Without personifying the company and what it symbolizes, it's difficult for customers to connect with your brand. The concepts from this book can help your brand engage in a way that inspires communities to extend your message, promise, and reach."

	—Tony Hsieh, CEO, Zappos.com


	"The power of the top-down, A-list influencer is winding down. Now brands must engage on a direct-to-many basis. Social media makes this possible, and Solis makes this happen. Read his book or be left in the dust."

	—Guy Kawasaki, cofounder, Alltop


	"Social media is changing everything about the way people relate socially, in commerce, and in politics. Engage gets you up to date regarding current trends and technology, and shows you how to build a serious social media strategy. It's the real deal."

	—Craig Newmark, founder, Craigslist.com


	"Before Solis, I was cluelessly competing in the attention economy of the twenty-first century. Solis's Engage provides me with the intellectual capital to build relevancy amidst our cacophonous culture. This book is worth its weight in attention—the digital gold of the twenty-first century."

	—Andrew Keen, author of the international hit Cult of the Amateur: How Today's Internet Is Killing Our Culture
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Extreme Programming ExploredAddison Wesley, 2001
In Extreme Programming Explored, you can read about best practices as learned from the concrete experience of successful XP developers. Author and programmer Bill Wake provides answers to practical questions about XP implementation. Using hands-on examples--including code samples written in the Java programming...

		

Bluetooth DemystifiedMcGraw-Hill, 2000
Understand the Bluetooth standard.
Compare its strengths and weaknesses against other technologies.  

Preview coming products and applications.  

See the protocols and usage models at work.  

BLUETOOTH DEMYSTIFIED  

Cut through Bluetooth's complexity with this special tutorial, Bluetooth Demystified. This...


		

Gay Liberation to Campus Assimilation: Early Non-Heterosexual Student Organizing at Midwestern UniversitiesPalgrave Macmillan, 2019

	
		Association for the Study of Higher Education Outstanding Book Award Winner, 2020

	
		This book outlines the beginning of student organizing around issues of sexual orientation at Midwestern universities from 1969 to the early 1990s. Collegiate organizations were vitally important to establishing a public presence as...






	

Arabs: A 3,000-Year History of Peoples, Tribes and EmpiresYale University Press, 2019

	A riveting, comprehensive history of the Arab peoples and tribes that explores the role of language as a cultural touchstone

	

	This kaleidoscopic book covers almost 3,000 years of Arab history and shines a light on the footloose Arab peoples and tribes who conquered lands and disseminated their language and culture...


		

iPhoto 6: The Missing ManualO'Reilly, 2006
If you used iPhoto when it first came out, you'll remember the  way it slowed to a crawl once you loaded it with about 2,000 photos. Compare  that to this year's model: iPhoto 6 can handle as many as 250,000 images and  still have the power to run a host of suped-up features. Its new software engine  lets you make changes with a...


		

Psychological Aspects of Cyberspace: Theory, Research, ApplicationsCambridge University Press, 2008

	Hundreds of millions of people across the world use the Internet every day. Its functions vary, from shopping and banking to chatting and dating. From a psychological perspective, the Internet has become a major vehicle for interpersonal communication that can significantly affect people's decisions, behaviors, attitudes and emotions....
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